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M re Assurances Needed That
o leget And Universities With

"Government Contracts Provide
Equal Employment Opportunity

Departments of Labor and

Health, Education, and Welfare

GAO is making several recommendation to
the Secretaries of Labor and Health, duca-
tion, and Welfare' to improve the administra-
tion of the contract compliance program for
colleges and universities. This program is

intended to injure that Government contract
tors follow equal employment practices.

The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare administers the pr.4rurn. The Depart-
ment of Labor prescribes guidelines. ,
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COMPT-ROLLER4ENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. MU

B-167p15

The Honorable Ronald V. Dellums
House of Representatives

Dear'Mr. Dellums:
0

In accordance with your January 22, 19174, request, we

have reviewed the Federal nonconstructi2n Oontract com-
pliance program for colleges an&univer4ites.

,.., The contract compliance program is in ended to insure
tat Government contractors follow equal e ployment appor-
tUnity principles and practices. The Depa tment of Health,
Education, and Welfare administers the pro ram at colleges
and universities in accordance with Department of Labor

guidelines.

We are making several recommendations to the Secretaries
of Labor and Health, ,Education, and Welfare to improve the
administration of the program for colleges and universities.

As you know,,,at the request of the Chairman of the.,:sub-

committee on Fiscal Policy, JOint Economic Committee, aA
Senator Jacob K. Javits, we recently reviewed the effective-
ness of the management of the contract compliance program as
.relates to .nonconstruction industries. We did most of
our audit. work at the Department of Labor's Office of Federal
Contract Compliance, the Department of Defense, and the
General Services Administration and limited work at the
other. .Government agencies (including the Department, of ealth,

Education, and Welfare) responsible for administerin
contract compliande program.

' In our report based on that review, "The equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Program For Federal Nonconstruction Con-
tractora Can Be Improved" (MWD-75-63: Apr. 29, 1975), we
included several recommendations to the Secretary of Labor
for improving the contract compliance program. The recom-
mendations concerned such areas as program guidance,
identification of contractors subject to the program,
enforcement actions, preaward reviews, program monitoring,
and training of compliance officers. Thus, recommendations
to the Secretary of Labor on tnese areas, though applicable,

are not included in this report.
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As your office requested', we disCuesed this report -

with offici ls of the Departments of Labor and Health,

,
Education, and Welfare and the UniverSity of California

/ at Berkele . However, we did n give these officials
and other affected parties an op

1
rtunity to formally

examine d comment on this report. This fact should be
consider d in ani--use made of the information presented.

We believe that the contents of this report would be
of inte est to committees and 'other Members of Congress,
compli nce agencies, and others and, as agreed with your
office, we are d4stributing it accordingly.

Sim r ly y

2

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT
,TOTHE HONORABLE
RONALD V. DELLUMS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MORE ASSURANCES NEEDED THAT

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES'WITH
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS. PROVIDE
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Departments of Labor and
Health, Education, and Welfare

D LGEST

The Department of Labor is responsible for

the Federal program to insure that contractors

and subcontractors provide equal employment

opportunity.

Labor has delegated to 11 other agencies- -

including the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare (HEW)--the responsibility for

performing compliance reviews of contractors'

facilities and enforcing Labor's guidelines.

(See p. 1.)

HEW, however, has made minimal progress in

making sure that colleges and universities

have acceptable affirmative action programs

and are in compliance with the Executive
order establishing the program.

As-of. December 9, 1974, only 29 colleges and

universities had HEW-approved affirmative

action programs.

Between 1,100 and 1,300 colleges and univer-
sities are subject to the program and moti't

are required to have written affirmative
action programa. (See p. 7.)

HEW has not consistently sent required "show-

. cause"'notices to colleges and universities
whose affirmative action programstlt has
found. to be in noncompliance, nor' has it
begun sanctions against these institutions.

(See p. 8.)

Tear Shut. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon. 7
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Preaward reviews are generally not_being'per-
formed. (See p. 12.)

HEW is negotiating and conciliating with
colleges and universities over prolonged
periods rather than requiring them to prepare
acceptable affirmative action programs within
the time specified under Labor guidelines.
(See p. 13.)

Neither Labor nor HEW has identified all col-
leges and universities which have GOvernment
contracts and are subject to the program.
(See p. 18.)

HEW's lack of definitive program guidance is
hindering its regional offices' enforcement
efforts. (See p. 20.)

HEW has not provided a uniform nationwide
training program for its compliance officers.
(See p. 23.)

HEW failed in certain instances to properly
enforce the program at the University. of
California at Berkeley. (See ch. 3.)

GAO believes that certain sections of LabiliVs.
guidelines for the program are contradictory
'and need to be clarified. (See pp. 33 to
37,)

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Secretary of Labor should require the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance to:

--Evaluate HEW's contention that Labor's
-procedural guidelines are impractical for
colleges and universities and, if appro-
priate, modifythe guidelines as they apply
to those institutions. (See p 26.)
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--Evaluate Laboes program guidelines and.

clarify those sections found to be contra-

dictoiy or inconsistent. (See p. 37.)

The Secretary of HEW should:

-- Require the Office of Civir Rights to

expedite the development of compliance

standards for colleges and universities

and the training of compliance staff.

--Require, the Office of Civil Rights to

enforce the contract &Thanes) Kogram by
issuing show -cause notices and initiating

enforcement actions against colleges and

universities not in compliance with Labor's

guideLines.

--Emphasize to all HEW contracting officers

the importance of obtaining required clear-

anbes before-awarding contracts.

--Require the Office of Civil Rights to per-

form preaward reviews in accordance with

Labor guidelines. (See p. 26.)



CHAPTER.-1

INTRODUCTION

The Federal contract compliance. program is carried out

pursuant to Executive Order 11246, signedby the President

in 1965 and amended in 1967. The:Executive order (1) for-

bids employmerit'discrimination by Government' contractors and
subcontractors.on.the basis of race, color, religion:, sex,

or national origin and (2) requires GovernMent contractors

to take* affirmative. action to insure that equal oppOrtunity

is provided in all '.aspects of employment. The program is

divided into two segmentsconstruction and nonconstruction.

The Secretaty of Labor.has delegated overall program
responsibilityexcept for the authority to issue general

rules and regulationsto the Director of the; Office of

Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) of the Department'S

Employment Standards Administration. OFCC's responsibilities

include providing guidance to other Government agencies and

monitoring .the, program. The Director of OFCC has delegatird

primary.responsibilityfor enforcing. the program at noncon-

btruction contractors', facilities to the following 11 Federal'

agencies (designated- as compliance agencies).

--Department of Agriculture.

--Department of Commerc.

--Department of Defense.

--Department of Flea Lth, Education, and Welfare '(HEW).

--Department of the Interior.

--Department of the Treasury:

--Department of Transportation.

--Energy Research and Development Administration.

--General Services Administration.

1j1
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-,-United States Postal. Service.

--Veterans Administration.

The complian)ce agencies are responsible for reviewing
,

nonconstruction contractors within industries assign
the

espe

ed te):
them by OFCC. Assignments are *made primarily on basis'
of standard industrial classification codes, irrctive of
which Government agency has entered into the contrac

ilit
fit
pons

t. Under
this system HEW is assigned compliance tleaponsiby for -

higher education institutions, hospitals, nonpro organiza-
-\ tions, and insurance companies. HEW is also resible for

State and local government agencies holding HEW contracts.

HEW's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is responsible for
administering the contract compliance program for all &s-
signed industries except for insurance companies, which are
.the responsibility of the insurance compliance staff of HEW's
Social Security Administration. Two OCR. headquarters divi-
sions and 10 regional offices enforce,the Executive order
and implementing guidelines. The10 regional offices admin-
ister the program within their assignd geographical areas.
Within OCR headquarters, the Higher El ucation Divisiaris
responsible for enforcement at colleg and universities,
while the Contract Compliance Divisio enforces OCR'sx6itain-
ing responsibilities under the Exebut ve order. The Higher
Education Division also handles certaii other activities,
including enforcing title VI of the Citial Rights Act of 1964'
(42 U.S4C. 2000d), .which forbids discrimination by' recip-
ients of Federal assistance on the basis of tace, color, or

.national origin. k,

The Secretary of Labor has issued, program guidelines,
which provide that, with certain exceptions, the program pro-
Visions are applicable to all contractors which have Govern.:
ment contracts of $10,000 or more. The, guidelines also
require nonconstruction contractors with 50 or more employees
and a Government contract of $50,000 or more to prepare a
written affirmative action program (AAP) applicable to each
of its facilities within 120 'days after the contract begins.
Contractors are required to keep their AAPs on-file and to
furnish them to the compliance agency upon request. The
guidelines also provide that the Director of 'OFCC may autho-
rize an agency to exempt a contract from the requirements of



the contract compliance program if he deems that special
circumstances in the national interest so require..

,

Before January 1973, public institutions, includ
colleges and universities under State or local governmOnt
control, which had Government contracts were required to
take action to insure nondiscrimination and to comply.With
the Executive order but were.exempted from the requirements
for maintaining written AAPs. However, if a compliance
review disclosed deficiencies in an institution's employment
practices, it was required to provide written commitments
about precise actions, to be taken to correct the deficiencies
and dates for completion. Effective January'19, 1973,. .

Department of Labor guidelilps were amended and now require
public collegesand universities to prepare written AAPs if
they have 50 or more employees and a Government contract of

/
$50,000or more. Accordingly, all such schools were required
to have prepared written AAPs within 120 days 6toJanuary 19,
1973, or by May 19, 1973.

To meet the standards for acceptabLty set forth in

!

,Labor guidelines, the AAP must contain s scific data,
including.

1. A utilization analysis-an anal tsie'of all major
job groups at the facility, with, explanation if
minorities or women are currentl being underuti-
lized in any job groups. Underu ilization is
defined as-having fewer minoriti s or women in a
particular job group than.would treasonably bb
\expected by their availability., <,

)

2. Analyses of other aspects of th.econtractor's
employment policies, including recruitment, hiring.,
placement, promotions, terminations, and training',
for employees, to determine whether there is an
adverse impact on either. minorities. or women in any
of these areas. An analysis of the wages and
salaries paid a sampling of minorities and women
to determine whether an incumbent's race or sex hal
any relationship to differences in salaries or rates
of pay, and an analysis of jobs with substantial
concentrations of women or minorities to"determine
whether the concentration is a result of past dis-
crimination. -

132



Goals for improving employment opportunities of
minorities and females in those areas where the
contractor is found to be deficient anetimetables
for achieving those goals.

The guidelines further provide that, before a contract
'of $1 million or more is awarded, the contracting agency
must'notify the prospective contractor that before the award
it willl be subject to a compliance review to determine
whether it maintains nondiscriminatory hiring and employpent
practices and is taking affirmative action to insure that
individuals are treated without regard to race, color,
religion, sex,'cfr nationalorigin. The contracting agency
must,also request the compiiance agency to provide it with
(1) a determination concerning-the contractor's compliance_
and (2) clearance for awarding the contract. If the compli-
ance agency has not performed a compliance review of the

. contractor within the'preceding 12-months, clearances may
not be granted until the,compliance agency performs a review
and finds the contractor in compliance.

The guidelines also provide that Labor can assume-juris-
diction over any matter pending before a compliance agency
and conduct such investigations, hold such Bearings, make

such findings and' recommendations; orde such nctions, and
-takesudh other;action it consi ers necessary or propriate
to achieve the order's purposes.

During omgliance reviews (including preaward-revi s,

initial corn liance, reviews, followup reviews, and complai t
investigations), .a compliance, officer conducts an indepth
and comprehensive analysis of each aspect of the contracto
employment policies, systems, and practices to determine
adherence4 the nondiscrimination and,affirmative action
requirements. If the compliance agency finds that the con-
tractor has not prepared a required-AAP, has deviatedpsub-
stantially from an approved AAP, or has an unacceptable
program, a ihaw-cause notice must be issued.

:The show-cause notice gives the contractor 30 days to
show cause why enforcement procedures should not be insti-

tuted. According to an OFCC official, in certain cases Ihe
show-cause period oan'be extended if the contractor oanishow
good Cause and requests such an extension from OFCC.

13
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contractr Cannot show good cause for his failure to comply
with theqDrogram-br does not remedy that failure, appro-

priate sanctios must be initiated after the contractor has

--- been given the apportunity to request a rformal hearing.

The sanctions availa e include contract cancellation, ter-

/ mination, or suspensiop n whole or in part or debarment of

the contractor lfrom future Government contracts.

According to Labor guidelines,,the Director of OFCC or
an appropriate agency official, with the approval of the

Director, may convene a for ng to determine whether
sanctions should be invok againgt a contractor.

SCOPE OF'REVtEW

--, This report' deal - only with HEW's administration of the

noncOnstruction ract compliance program at colleges and
universities:' We reviewed the_Pxecutive order and related
Labor and OFCC.-guideiines: We examined reports, correspon-

-dence,-ana other-records of OCR and OFCC and reviewed actions
taken with respect-to the development of an AAP by the

University of California, Berkeley (UCB). Our review was
performed at the HEW regional offices for civil rights in

Dallas and San Francisco and HEW and Labor headquarters
offices in Washington, D.C.

.
We discussed our findings with Labor, HEW, and UCB

officials. However, as requested by Congressmah Dellums'
office, we did not give these officials and other affected
parties an opportunity to formally examine and comment on
this report. _ _

Our fieldwork at the Dallas and San Francisco regional
offices was completed in mid-1974, and information pertain-

ing to these offices is dated accordingly. We obtained
other subsequent information\from OCR headquarters.

5
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'CHAPTER 2

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

OCR estimates that it is responsible for enforcing the
Executive order and related .guidelines at between 1,100 and
1,300 colleges and universities nationwide. OCR has made
very limited progress lin insuring that these institutions
have acceptable AAPs and are in compliance with the Execu-
tiVe order and the guidelines. More specifically:

-:-As of December 9, 1974, only 29 colleges and univer-
sities subject to the Executive order had OCR-approved
AAPs. OCR officials believe that most colleges and
universities subject to the Executive order are re-
quired to have written MPs. As a result, neither
Labor, OCR, nor most of th colleges and universities
know whether the institute nal programs undertaken or
planned comply with the Ex cutive prder and imple-
menting guidelines.

--OCR ilAb.nOtconsistently_sent required dhow-cause
notices to colleges and universities whose AAPs it
has found to be in noncompliance, nor has it ini-
tiated.sanctions againiat these institutions.

--Preaward reviews are generally not being performed.

--OCR is negotiating and conciliating with colleges and
universities over proldnged periods rather than re-
quiring them to prepare acceptable AAPS within the
time specified in Labor guidelines.

--Neither Labor nor OCR has identified all colleges and
universities which have Government contracts and are
subject'to the Executive order and implementing guide-
lines.-



--OCR's and Labor's lack of adequate program guidance

is hindering the regional offices' enforcement

efforts.:

--OCR has not provided a unifoim nationwide training
program-for its compliance officers.

These 'deficiencies have limited the effectiveness of the

contract compliance program relating to colleges and univer-

sities.

FEW COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
HAVE APPROVED.AAPs

OCR does not have information identifying all colleges

rd universities subject to thb requirements of the Executive

oltr orthose required to prepare AAPs. (See p. 18.)' How-

0 OCR officials estimated that 1,100 to lop° colleges.

and universities are subject to the Executive ordex,and most

of these are required to.have written AAPs.

OCR headquarters'information shows that, between .July

1972 and December 9, 1974, OCR received the AAPs of 243

colleges and universities, of which 137 were requested and

106 were submitted voluntarily. As of December 9, 1974, OCR

had reviewed and acted on only 88 AAPs--approving 29 and re-

jecting 59. The other 155 AAPs were still being reviewed.

Because most colleges and universities which OCR believes

are required to have AAPs do not actually have approved AAPs,

neither Labor, OCR, nor the institutions know whether the

institutional programs undertaken or planned meet the require-

tents of the Executive order and implementing guidelines.

OCR headquarters information shows that the Dallas

region requested and received 39 of the 243 AAPs. As of

December 9, 1974, the region had approved 7, rejected 29,

and was still reviewing the other 3. The San Francisco
region requested and received 2 of the 243 AAPs, neither
of which had been acted on as of December 9, 1974. In a

memorandum to the San Francisco Regional Civil Rights



Director outlining priorities for 1974, the 'San Francisco,
Higher Education Branch chief stated that the region would
provide technical assistance to colleges and universities
rather than formally approving or rejecting AAPs.

He also said that the region would request institutions
to submit portions of AAPs rather than complete ones. He
explained ;that Labor's guidelines requir an AAP to be
approved or rejected within 60 days of receipt but believed
this requirement applied only to complete AAPs. By request-
ing portions of AAPs, the regionaloffice could provide
tedhnical assistance to several instputions rather than
only one. At the time of our fieldwOrk,,tge San Francisco
regional office planned to provide technical assistance
during 1974 to 20 of the 108;institatiR s'for which it
estimates it is responsible.

These policies do not conform to L r's guidelines,
which require that compliance agepcies either approve or
reject AAPs and initiate sanctions agaifist those not haVing
an acceptable AAP.

SANCTIONS NOT INITIATED

Labor guidelinekreqpire that, immediately upon finding
that a contractor has,notkoprepared a required AAP, has an
unacceptable AAP,Sor has deviate substantially from its
approved AAP; the\ compliance age cy must issue a show-cause
notice to'the contractor. The ow-cause notice gives the
contractor 30 days to show caus why sanctions should not
be imposed. If the contractor ails to show gclod cause for
his failure to comply with the program or fails torlemedy
thAt failure, and the show-cau e period is not eendbd,
appropriate sanctions must be posed after the,contractor
has been given an opportunity o have a formal hearing.

OCR has not been consistently issuing show-cause
notices to colleges and universities tha4:3, have failed to
prepare acceptable AAPs. According to OCR records, as. of
May 20, 1974, 14 institutions *ationwide had been notified
that their AAPs were unacceptable, for such reasons as
(1) failure to prepare adequate analyses of the universities'
staffs to deterTine whether minorities and females were
being underutilized and (2) inadequate plans to take

El 1



affirmative action to recruit qualified wome
Although the 14 institutions' AAPs had not

as of December 9, 1974, OCR still had not is

cause notices to any of them. .

and minorities.
en approved
ued show-

To comply with Labor guidelirtes, OCR. wo ld have had'to
issue show-cause notices to the 14 institutio s whenttit de-

termined that Aheir AAPs were unapceptable.. 'f they failed
to prePare acc4p-Kable AAPs or show good cause for their
failure to prepare acceptable AAPs within 30 ys, and the
period was not extended, OCR would have been r quired to

impose sanctions.

OCR records show that the Dallas x g nal ffice had

received and rpjected 11 institut' AAPs. On Was for

a large univefsity In Oklahoma, hich submitted its AAP

to the regional office on Janua' 24, 1973. The regional

office's review shOwed that the AAP did not meet Labor

guidelines and the university w s advised of th deficiencies

on April 16, 1973 On May 21 t e university submitted a

revised AAP, but it did not comp with OFCC guidelines

either, and the university was so a sed on August 6, 1973.

On September 6, 1973, the university s emitted addi-

tional revisions and corrections to its , Which was again

unacceptable. As of December 9, 1974, the university still

didot have an approved AAP. Thus, over about 23 months

the office rejected the university's AAP three times but

never issued a show -cause notice or imposed sanctions.

Dallas regional officials informed us and our review

confirmed that in lieu of issuing dhow-cause notices they

had delayed the awards of contracts to institutions which

were not complying with the Executive order and implementing

guidelines. They stated that they have used this technique

as a device to persuade institutions to comply with the

program's requirements.

Information from the Dallas OCR regional office shows

that, between April 1971 and Oc r 1973, it delayed

Government contract awards t five institutions for varying

periods of time. However, it later approved the award of

the contracts even though four of the institutions had not

prepared acceptable AAPs.

13
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For example, Dallas regional officials cited a case in
Which in November 1972 their office had reviewed a large
university in Texas which was a Government contractor
required to have an AAP. At the time of'the compliance
review,the university had not prepared an acceptable AAP,
but as a result of the review, the university Committed
itself to revising its AAP by September 30, 1973.

During an October 1973 compliance review, the regional
office determined that the university had still not pre-
pared an acceptable AAP. In November 1973 the office
recommended to another Government agency that a proposed
$33,060 Government contract award to the university be
delayed and so notified the university. On-November 30
the university-submitted a timetable for presenting addi-
tional. AAP components, which were to complete the AAP by
June 1974. Based on this submission the regional office
approved the $33,000 contract award.

In a June 28, 1974, letter, the university requested
an extension of the target date for submitting its AAP;
the regional office granted the extension until August 26,
1974. The university met this date and, according to OCR
records, the AAP was approved in November 1974.

Between November 1973 and June 1974, OCR delayed con-
tract awards to six universities nationwide because they
had no AAPs or inadequate ones. However, OCR subsequently
approved the contract awards to thesesdhools even though
only one developed an acceptable AAP.

The San Francisco regional office is responsible for
enforcing the Executive order and related guidelines at an
estimated 108 colleges and universities in its reg*on. San
Francisco regional officials gave us information showing
that more than half of these institutions were required to
prepare written AAPs. However, OCR records showed that,
as of December 5, 1974, the regional office had not approved
or rejected any institution'l AAP. OCR records show that
two institutions were requested to submit their AAPs and
nine others voluntarily submitted theirs.

The office emphasized providing technical assistance
to institutions rather than performing compliance reviews

10 19



and approving or rejecting AAPs. Technical assistance

includes (1)1meeting-with institutioha' representatives anp

helping them prepare segments of an AAP and (2) conducting

conferences and seminars for institutions' representatives

at which topics relating to equl employment opportunity

programs are discussed.

According to a San Francisco 'regional office official,
providing technical assistance is preferable to formally

enforcing the requirements prescribed by Labor guidelines

because it places the compliance agency in'a less threaten- *

ing posture, promotes good public relations', and allows for

building rapport with institutions.

Information supplied by OCR headquarters olficials

showed that the San Francisco regional office had requested

and received only two AAPs, neither of which had been ap-

proved or rejected. However, our review in -t-i?e San Fran-

cis% regional office showed that it had provided
to hffical assistance to a number of institutions, and we

select -. e files relating to eight institutions for

furth r rev ew. Our review showed that the regional,office

had nformeh -two of the eight that their AAPs were deficient.

Yet, in ne'ther instance did it issue a how-cause notice

or initia e sanctions as required by L

could fin no evidence that the regional office had in-

formed the other six schools whether their AAPs met the

guidelines.

guidelines. We

In one of the two instances in which the regional
Office had determined that the schools' AAPs were deficien

the office informed the university on January 8, 1974, of

'those deficiencies. However, the office also informed th

university that it planned to continue to provide technical
assistance, as long as such assistance led to progress,

ratherothan officially rejecting the AAP.

We believe OCR should continue to provide technical
assistance and make every effort to persuade institutions

to comply with the program's requirements through mediation

and conciliation. However, if institutions fail to meet
their responsibilities, OCR should impose sanctions required

by Labor guidelines. The practice of delaying contract
awards to schools will not be effective as long as OCR

20
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later approves the award of the delayed contracts without

requiring the-schools to comply with Labor's guidelines.

PREAWARD REVIEWS NOT.PERFORMED

Labor guidelines require that, before a contract, of

$1 million or more is awarded, the contracting agency must

request preaward clearance from the responsible compliance

agency,. If the compliance agency has not performed a

compliance review of the contractpr within the preceding,

. 12 months, preaward clearance may not be granted unless

the compliance agency performs a review and finds the con-

tractor in compliance.

If an agency other than the awarding. agency is the

compliance agendy, the awarding' agency must notify the

compliance agency and request appropriate action 4nd findings

about the contractor's compliance. Compliance a encies must

provide awarding agencies with written reports q compliance

within 3.0 days of the request.

In most cases OCR was advising contracting agencies

that institutions appeared able to comply with the Executive

order and were eligible for contract awards even though OCR

had not performed a preaward compliance review or a Com-

pliance review within the preceding 12 months. For example,

in November 1973 the Atomic Energy Commission requested
preaward clearances for two proposed contract awards, each

exceeding $1 million, to two large universities in California.

OCR replied that its records indicated that each university

appeared able to comply with the requirements of the Execu-

tive order and was eligible for contract awards..,

Our review showed, however, that OCR had not performed

(1) reviews of the schools in the 12 months before the pre-

award clearances or (2) preaward reviews before granting

clearance.
\

During fiscal year 1974, HEW's National Institutes

of Health awarded contracts exceeding $1 million each to

17 colleges and universities. These contracts included

new contracts as well as renewals and extensions of existing

ones. We reviewed the practicer; followed in awarding these

contracts to determine if the preaward reqtirements were met.
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The preaward review requirement was not adhered to

in awarding contracts to 16 of the 17 institutions. ,For 7,

we could find no evidence to show that the National Insti-

tutes of Health had requested the required preaward clear-

ances or that OCR had granted them. 'Concerning the con-
tracts Warded to the other 10 institutions, the National

Institutes of Health requested and received preaward clear-

ances from OCR. However, for 9 of the 10 institutions, OCR

had failed to comply with the preaward requirement because

OCR had not performed compliance reviews (1) within the

preceding 12 months or (2) before granting preaward clear-

ances.

OCR officials said they granted preaward clearance

for the award of contracts to institutions unless 0C13..-had

reviewed the institutions' AAPs, found them deficient, and

found that the institutions were not revising the AAPs in

a timely manner to correct the deficiencies. This practice

is not consistent with Labor regulationS, which require .a

determination that prospective contractors are in compli-

ance before the award of a contract.

_PROLONGED CONCILIATION WITH
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The Executive order provides that compliance officers

shall seek to obtain contractor compliance with the program

through conferences, conciliation, mediation, or persuasion.

Labor guidelines require that, when a compliance review
discloses a deficiency in a contractor's equal employment

opportunity program, reasonable efforts shall be made to

secure compliance through conciliation and persuasion.

However, the Dallas and San Francisco regional offices

were giving techniCal-assistance to and mediating and con-
ciliating with colleges and universities for prolonged
periods to persuade them to develop acceptable AAPs.

The Dallas regional office mediated and conciliated
With the 11 institutions whose AAPs it had disapproved
before May'1974 for an average of about 10 months before

4 the AAPs were disapproved. Also, after these AAPs were
disapproved, the regional office continued its mediation

and conciliation with these institutions. As of December 9,
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1974, hone of th 11-disapproved ad yet-been approved.
The average tim lapse from thg nth/the 11 AAPs were re-
quested to.Dec mbar 9, 1974, s abOt 20 months. For
example, in F brugry 1973 the regional,office performed a
review and p ovided assistance t9, a university in Texas and
in January 974 notified the unAirersity that its AAP did not
conform wl Labor guidelines. The school submitted a
revised p ram in April 1974; however, as of December 9,
1574, its AAP had still not been approved. -

According to information provided to OCR headquarters,
as of Ddcember 9, 1974, the San Francisco regional office
had requested only two universities--UCB and 'a university
in Hawaii--to submit their AAPs for review. Chapter 3 of
this report contains a detailed discussion of-OCR's pro-
longed efforts to persuade UCB to fully comply with the
program's requirements, The regional office requested the
Hawaiian, university to submit an AAP for review by October 1,
01973. This target date was extended to November 1, 1973,
and on November 8 the regional offide acknowledged receipt
of the AAP. As of December 9, 1974, however, this AAP had
not yet been approved.

According to OCR headquarters officials, the delay in
acting on this AAP was primarily attributable to the need
to develop new racial categories for minorities because
those normally "used (Negro, Oriental, Spanish-surnamed, and
American Indian) were not appropriate for use in Hawaii.

Although the San Francisco regional office had furnished
information to OCR headquarters indicating that it had re-
quested only two institutions to submit AAPs for review, we
reviewed the files relating to technical assistance Which
the regional office gave to eight institutions and found
that the office had requested four of,phe institutions to
submit their AAPs for review. The office advised he other
four of their responsibilities under the guidelines but
did not specifically request them to submit their AAPs due
to the office's workload.

As of December 9, 1974, the AAPs for the four institu-
tions requested to submit their AAPs had not been-.approved
and the regional office had been negotiating and conciliat-
ing with them for an average of about 3 years. For example,

Ur
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in June 1969 the office'had performed a coMPliance review

at a private univereity, in California and', in responsp to

the deficiencies noted, the universitjprepared an 'AAP.

However, the 'AAP was disapproveld/ and/the regional office
continued providing technical assistance to and negotiating

and conciliating with the university but had not approved

the AAP as of December 9, 1974. In/this case,'the time
lapse was about 5 years.

In February 1974 Labor issued guidelines effective

May 1974 which provide that, within 60 days from the date

an AAP is received, the compliance agency must either
have found the contractor (1) in compliance and so notified

it or (2) in noncompliance and issued ita 30-day show-

cause notice. These guidelines also provide that, if a
contractor fails to submit an AAP and supportingtocuments
Within 30 days of the request, the enforcement procedures--

show-cause notices and sanctions--are to,be initiated.

We believe that the credibility of the contract com-
pliance program for institutions has been seriously impaired

by OCR's dbstaining from initiating sanctions and mediating,

conciliating, and providing technical assistance over pro-

longed periods. The primary thrust and purpose of the
program is to compel contractors to implement equal eMploy-
ment opportunity and affirmative action' principles and
practices Which might not be undertaken on the contractors'

own initiative:, If contractors know that they can, mediate
and conciliate with OCR indefinitely without the threat

of sanctions being imposed, they cannot be effectively
compelled to comply with program requirethents.

..HEW comments and our evaluation

TOCR headquarters officials said this report concentrated

on the program's procedural aspects without giving sufficient
consideration to its substantive reqUirements: According
to them, it was hot possible to comply with Labor's proce-

dural and substantive requirements in enforcing the program

at colleges and universities. They suggested that, if the
proceduril requirements were strictly adhered to, the pro-
gram would become a paper exercise and making the indepth
analyses necessary to' determine a contractor's compliance

would be difficult. They noted the following areas as
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demonstrating the incompatibility between procedural and
substantive requirements.

Preaward reviews

Labor guidelines require that, before the award of a
contract of $1 million or more, the compliance agency must
perform a preaward compliance review unless the contractor
has been reviewed within the preceding 12 months. The
compliance agency must make a review and report its findings
within .30 days of the request.

According to HEW officialswhen a preaward compliance
review is required, completing a review,of the AAP, persuad-
ing the college or university to resolve all deficiencids
in the AAP, and completing an onsite compliance review
within 30 days are often impossible. For example, OCR offi-
cials said OCR had spent approximately 40 to 50 staff-years
developing UCB's AAP. They said concentrating this effort
into a 30-day period would have been impossible.

Determination of compliance status

Labor guidelines issued in July 1974 state:

"With the exception of extensions of time granted
by the Director of OFCC for good cause dhown, within
60 days.from the date the affirmative action program
including the workforce analysis is received by the.
agency, the compliance agency must either have found
the contractor in compliance and notified the con-
tractor of that fact, or must have issue_ d a 30 day
show cause notice as required under the rules and
regulations pursuant to the Execure Order."

During this 60-day period,the compliance agency must
(1) perform a desk audit, (2) perform an onsite review, and
(3) give the contractor notice of compliance or issue a
show-cause notice.

OCR officials stated that in most instances it was
impossible to meet Labor's standards of completing a com-
pliance review and approving or disapproving the AAP of a
college or university within 60 days (30 days in the case
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preaWard,reView). They said Labor's guidelines.are

iented toward industrial or'commercial concerns that

Sually have centralized personnel offices and hiring prac-

tices, which facilitate making compliance reviews and pre-

paring AAPs. However, departments or divisions of large

colleges and universities often have their own personnel,

practices and policies, which make preparing a comprehensive

AAP difficult and time consuming.

We agree that our review was primarily directed toward

what OCR officials termed the procedural)requirements rather

than the substantive requirements of the contract compliance

program. For example, we examined the number of AAPs

approved an disapproved rather thanevaluating colleges'

and universities' achievements in 'improving equal employ-

ment opportunity.

In any program'area, if one can assume or judge that the

agreed-upon or mandated process is appropriate and likely

to adhieve the desired results or impact, a process-oriented

evaluation has merit.. Significant departties in actual

program implementation from that process are likely to de-

tract from the program's effectiveness. During a process-

:oriented evaluation, of course, the evaluator must also be`

alert, to apparent defects in the. logic of the process.

HEWte overall progress in administering the.contratt

compliance program suggests that existing procedural require-

ments of Labor's6gaidelines may not be practicably applied

to colleges and universities. "However, without conclusive

evidence that the procedural requirements ark impractical,

we are reluctant to concludefthat Labor's procedural require-

ments are inappropriate or colleges and universities

because:

--In the past, definitive standards on the required

contents of AAPs have generally not been provided

to colleges and universities and to OCR's regional

offices. (See p. 20.)

--Noncompliant contractors have generally- no.treceived

show-cause notices or had enforcement actions ini-

tiated against them. (See p.

We believe that, after colleges and universities are

given more definitive requirements and OCR's regional staff

2U
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is trained in the standards or evaluating AAPs, a sounder 40(
basis will exist for determin the extent of any necessary.
Changes in Labor's procedural 'requirements relating to those
institutions. In this connection we belieVe.OFCC should
(1) conduct several joint preaward and compliance reviews
with OCR's staff to evaluate whether Labor's procedural
requirements are appropriate to apply to colleges and univer-
sities and (2) make any needed revisions in the guidelines.

Labor comments

'Department of Labor Officials did not take issue with
any matters discussed in this report but indicated they
might comment on the report after it is issued.

NEED FOR. IDENTIFYING
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
,SUBJECT TO THE EXECUTIVE ORDER

,

Labor guidelines require each compliance agency to
insure that the contractors in its assigned area of respon-
sibility dompXy with the Executive order-and implementing
guidelines. OCR's long-term objective is to insure that
each higher education institution with 50 or more employees
and Federal.contracts exceeding $50,000 has an acceptable
.AAP-.'

However, neither Labor nor OCR has established a system
for identifying all institutions subject to the ExeCutive
order requirements or which are required to prepare AAPs.
Witholit this information,'OCR will not be able to (1) effec-
tively meet its responeibilities pursuant to Labor guidelines
or (2) achieve its long-term objective.

In December 1973, OCR's headquarteis office estimated
that approximately 5.00 institutions were subject to the
Executive brder, However, Dallas and San Francisco regional
official's' estimates varied greatly from the headquarters
estimates. For example, OCR headquarters estimated. that 47
institutions in the Dallas region were subject to the
Executive order; allas officials estimated that the number
was closer to 1611 In its annual enforcement plan dated
September 1974, OCR estimated that at least 1,100 to 1,300
institutions nationwide were subject to the Executive order.

18
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' We believe it is important for OCR, to know the identity
of all institutions subject to the Executive order. Such

infdrmation would give it a basis for assigning priority
to those institutions which offer the most potential for
improvini minorities' and fenjeles' employment opportuhiteS4
If accurate information identifying the.institutions for

which each regional office is responsible is not available,
we do not believe that the available eMployees can be
assigned to regional offices to'give proportionate emphasisis
to each region's contract complianceprogram.

Accurate informatj.on identifying institutions subject
to the order is also necessary for ipvestigating employment
discrimination complaints. In one instance,,OCR received
a sex discrimination complaint against a college in Cali-
fornia in November 1970 and attempted to identify a Federal
contract.exceeding $10,000 held by the institution. How-,

le to identify, a contract and therefore
to the complaint because of lack of jur-
rch 1974 letter to the college's president,

ever, OCR was un
could not investi
isdiction. In a M

ar; tie Director of OCR's San Francisco region
had recently been advised that the
tract exceeding $10,000 at the time of-the
ination and that OCR would investigate-the
the lack of accurate information caused an

stated tht he
had had an-
alleged discrim-
complaint. Thus,
individual to

wait about 3 years before her complaint was investigated.

At the request of the Chairman of the Subcommittee on

Fiscal Policy, Joint Economic Committee, and Senator Jacob K.

Javits, we recently reviewed the effectiveness of the man-

agement of the Federal contract compliance program as it

relates tc nonconstruction industries.

We found that, like OCR, most other nonconstruction
compliance agencies did not know the identity of all con-
tractors for 1.4hich they were responsible. In our report,l

we made a recommendation on this matter to Labor. ,Thus,, we

are including .no, such recommendation in this report.

1"The Equal Employment Opportunity Program For Federal
Nonconstruction Contractors Can Be Improved" (MWD-75-63,
Apr. 29, 1975). .

g
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'NEED FOR IMPROVED GUIDANCE

Labor guidelines require the head of each compliance-
agency to establish a program and prescribe procedures-to
carry out the agency's responsibilities for obtaining com-
pliance with the Executive order and related guidelines.
On October 1, 1972, OCR issued guidelines applicable to
higher education institutions and sent copies to the presi-
dents of higher education institutions throughout the
Nation. This represented an effort by OCR to interpret the
requirements of Labor guidelines within the context of higher
education institutions. However, according to the Director
of the Higher Education Division, the guidelines were not
specific enough to enable institutions to understand exactly
what was required of them, nor did they provide definitive
guidance to OCR's regional staff for evaluating institutions:
AAPs.

.15

Officials at both regions we visited indicatedrthat
these guidelines Were inadequate because they did not
include (1) standards for acceptable AAPs, (2) the types of
analyses to be performed, and (3) the actions which consti-
tute a good-faith effort becolleges and universities.
According to them, these inadequacies hampered their ability
to adequately administer the Executive order.

For example, OCR's guidelines indicate that. during
onsite reviews regional offices are to select specific de-
partments or job categories.for review, but the guidelines
do not provide any criteria for determining which departmenta
or how many job categories are to be selected. Although the
guidelines state that sanctions will not be imposed until
reasonable mediation and conciliation efforts have been made
within a reasonable period of time, they do not define
reasonable efforts or a reasonable period of time.

At an August 1973 meeting, OCR representatives from
headquarters and regional offices discussed the effect of
the lack of comprehensive and definitive guidance Those
at this meeting examined 27 AAPs representing all types of
higher education institutions and found that review procedures
varied widely from region to region. Each region had used
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its own criteria for establishing priorities in the review

proceds and had its own list of materials to be requested

from colleges and universities.

As a result pf this meeting, OCR dir cted in September

1973 that the regions not request any additional AAPs until

a number of policy issues involved in interpreting and im-

plementing Labor's guidelines were resolved. 'In'addition,

OCR' set as one of its objectives for fidcal year 1974

the development of standards for reviewing,AAPs%
4

However, these standards were not developed during

fiscal year 1574, and during a meeting of headquarters and

regional officials in April 1974, the regional branch

chiefs of the Higher'Education Division recommended that

their fiscal year 1975 program plan allow them to conduct

only limited new complaint investigations until program

policies and implementation procedures could be developed

and clarified. The Director, OCR,' accepted this proposal

and on September 20,J974,4approved the Higher Education
Division's fiscal year 1975 program plan, one of the Majbk

elements of which was the development of AAP requirement

regulations.

A San Francisco regional office memorandum establishing

the fiical year 1974 operating plan for enforcing the con-

tract compliance program at colleges and universities

shows the effect of the lack of guidance on the program.

It states:

"In the absence of defihitive standards, progress

can more easily be made in the less formal though

structured encounters provided through technical

assistance than in the more formal and rigidly

structured response to affirmative action plans

* * * . Technical assistance is a mechanism that

provides for maximum exposure over other forms of

relationships with the institutions. Since it

also puts us in a less threatening posture than

an site compliance reviews, it promotes good

public relations and allows for building 'of

raPport with the universities. ".
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Thus, in this case the lack a guidance led the San FraA-
ciSco regional office concentrate its efforts on
technical assist -.-- and reviewing portions of AAPs rather
than perfor compliance reviews and approving or dis-
approlii g,complete AAPs. Although technical assistance
to institutions subject to the program is an important'
and necessary part of OCR's program, we do not believe
that ,OCR should so concentrate its efforts for indefinite
periods in lieu of performing compliance reviews and-
"approving or disapproving AAPs.

We believe that, since the absence of adequate standards
'and criteria is hindering OCR regional offices' enforcement
Of the Executive order at collegesand universities, OCR
dhould emphasize prescribing adequate standards and cri-
teria; consistent wi Labor guidelines, to enable is
regional offices to pe form compliance reviews, review
and approve or disappr e AAPs, and otherwise administer
the contract compliance program consistently.

HEW comments and our evaluation

OCR headquarters officials agreed that additional
policy guidance fof OCRs regional offices was needed.
They stated that Higher Education Division leadership had
recently been changed to insure that this guidance is
developed expeditiously. According to these officials,
the guidance to be developed includes (1) a digest of
employment case law, (2) an employment discrimination
policy manual, (3) an employment discrimination investiga-

.

-0.on manual, and (4) definitive standards for evaluating
AAPs of higher education institutions.

The standards to be developed for evaluating AAPs will
include (1) a definition of thel information and data to be

included in an AAP, (2) the standards for determining the
acceptability of planned affirmative action efforts, and
(3) standards for determining the adequacy of good-faith
efforts to implement affirmative action commitments.

'Because these planned.improvements will not be fu y
implemented until 'the fall of 1975; we were unable eval-
uate the effect they may liave on program administ tion.



OCR officials also stated that in the past OFCC guidance

i1:=aYsbe :
ttimely

Frc:731andtTgrarclaotelpro:e For 1,Rii!Issad
they had on several occasions requested OFCC to provide
them with a sample acceptable AAP which they, could use to

set standards for colleges' and universities' AAPs.
According,to these officials, the sample AAP was never
received. .-

In our April 29, 1975, report (see p. 19), we discussed
the need for timely and complete OFCC guidance and noted
that several of the compliande agencies had experienced
problems in _obtaining such guidance.' Labor indicated that
the following actions were underway to improve its guidance
to compliance agencies: (1) the development of a Federal
Contract Compliance Handbook, (2) the issuance of new or
revised regulations, and (3) plans to usually respond
within 10 days after receiving compliance agencies' requests
for specific guidance or clarification.

TRAINING OF COMPLIANCE OFFICERS

Our review showed that OCR has not provided a uniform
nationwide training program for compliance officers
responsible for enforcing the Executive order.. Officials
at both regions visited agreed that some typeof formal
training program was needed.

In May 1974 Labor issued a memorandum directing each
compliance agency to institute training programs to insure
that compliance officers were able to i vestigate and
conciliate in a'professional manner c sistent with Labor

policies and guidelines. Each agency was directed to
insure that its compliance personne understood all Labor
regulations, Orders, and guidelines.

The Dallas region's training p ogram for newly hired
compliance officers is designed t last dbout a weeks. It

familiarizes them with the contra t compliance program
through (1) interviews with experienced compliance officers

of the office, (2) meetings wit local community groups,

and (3) meetings with the loc officers of Labor and the

Equal Employment Opportunity ommission. Thereafter, new

compliance officers assigned to work with experienced
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officers until the new officers have acquired sufficient
experience and expertise to enable them to effectively
fulfill their duties without immediate supervision.

In th&San Francisco region, newly hired compliance
officers are assigned to work with experienced officers
for an indeterminate period. During this on-the-job train-
ing, the new officers may also learn about the contract
compliance program through (1) discussions with other
experienced compliance officers of the region about various
aspects of the program administration and (2) meetings
with local officers of Labor and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.

Compliance officers assigned to OCR's 10 regional offices
enforce the Executive order and related guidelines at
colleges and universities. We believe that, to insure that
the contract compliance program is administered equitably
and consistently 'nationwide, OCRlcompliance officers Should
receive the benefit of a uniform training program, regard-
less of which regional office they are assigned to.

HEW comment

OCR headquarters officials agreed that a formal training
program for all compliance 'staff was needed. They said
such a program had recently been formulated and approved
by the Director of OCR to train staff in the use of stand-
ards for evaluating discrimination complaints and AAPs.
The training sessions are scheduled for July through
October, 1975.

STAFFING

As previously indicated, the Higher Education Division
is responsible for enforcing the Executive order at colleges
and universities. Division staffing consists of positions
designated either for enforcing the Executive order or
enforcing title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.
2000d) and title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(20 U.S.C. 1681). Title VI prohibits discrimination °A
the basis of race, color, or national origin in programs
and activities receiving Federal financial assistance, and
title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex under
any such education program or activity.



Th6 Division's authorized staff for fiscal year 1975

was 175 positiohs--127 for enforcing the Executive order
and related guidelines and 48 for enforcing titles VI and

IX. At'Of February 28,,1975, OCR had 115 employees working
on Executive order enforcement and 12 vacancies.

OCR information on the experience of professional staff

members assigned to the Division as of March 15, 1974,
dhowed that 37 (about 45 percent) of the 83 professional
staff members ha or more years' experience with OCR.
The following table s s by region the number of profes-
sional staff members and how' ong they-had been employed
by OCR.

Office

Less than
1 year

1 year to
2 years, 11 months

Hm*Aquarters 1_ .. ,6 . ..4,

Boston 4

New.York 1 3

Philadellihia 0

Atlanta - 4

Chicago 1 3

Dallas 4 2

Kansas City 4 1

Denver - 1

San Francisco 1 1

Seattle 2 2

Total 14 . ,32

More
than 5

3 to 5 years, years Total

---104 a,

-
4

4 1 `i 9

4 8
2 1 9

- - 5

2 1 4

3 2 7

1 - 5

24 13

4
1

3

3--15_, u

5 4,

11

OCR officials said many professional staff members

also have had other useful experience. In the Dallas
region, for example, five of the nine professional staff
members had advanced degrees, one of Which was a law degree.

One staff member also had experience as a college faculty

member.

HEW's budget request to the Congress for fiscal year

1975 requested sufficient funding to enable OCR to hire

an additional 28 employees. Eleven of the 28 were to be

assigned to the Higher Education Division-72 to be used

in policy and program development at the headquarters level

and 9 to be assigned to the regional offices for duties .

other than Executive order enforcement, such as enforcement
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'of titles VI and IX. According to OCR offici
gress approved only 14 of the 28 positions.
years 1975 and,1976, HEW did not request nor

440 mend funding for additional HEW employees to
Executive order.

RECENT HEW ACTIONS

After we discussed this
March 1975, OCR began taking
contract compliance program.
OCR informed 12 institutions

als, the Con-
For fiscal
did Labor recom-
enforce the

report with OCR officials in
stronger action to enforce the
Between April and June 1975,
that it had reviewed dieir

AAPs and found that the AAPs failed to meet Labor's stan-
dards. OCR also told them they were not eligible for
additional Government contracts and gave them 30 days to
show cause why enforcement procedures under the Executive--
order Should not be initiated. Accordingto an OCR official,
eight other institutions' will be receiving similar'notices
in the near future: OCR also provided-A. institutions with
copies of standards to be used in judging their AAPs and
askbd each to review its AAP and determine whether it is in
compliance. These schools were given the choice of declar-
ing their AAPs in compliance or signing an. OCR model concil-
iation agreement for developing acceptable AAPs. OCR stated
that, if these schools determined their AAPs to be in compli-
ance, it intended to review the AAP$ to verify that deter-
mination.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE =
SECRETARIES OF LABOR AND HEW

z'

We recommend that the Secretary of Labor:

--Require oFcg
/r
to evaluate OCR's contention that Labor's

proceduraVguidelines are impractical for colleges
and uni 4rsities and, if appropriate, modify the
guide Ines as they apply to those institutions.

//

ecommend that the Secretary of HEW:

--Require OCR to expedite the developme of compliance
standards for colleges and univer ies and the train-
ing of compliance staff.

6
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- -Require OCR to enforce the contract compliance pro-

'gram by issuing show-cause notice:8 and/initiating
enforcement actions against colleges/ and univer ies

not in compliance with Labor's guidelines.

- -Emphasize to all HEW contracting officers the import-
ance of obtajning required clearance( before awarding
contracts.

- -Require OCR t perform preaward reviews in accordance
with .Labor guidelines.

On the basisofour recent review of.the effectiveness
1ofthe Management of the Federal contract compliance pro-
gram as it relates to nonconstruction industries, we recom-
mended, in our April 29, 1975, report (see p. 19), several
ways for the Secretary of Labor to improVe the program. The
recommendations concerned such areas as program guidance,
identification of contractors subject to the program, enforce-
ment actions, preaward and followup reviews, program monitor-
ing, and training of compliance officers. Thus, we are not
including recommendations to the Department of Labor on
these areas in this report.
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CHAPTER 3

ENFORCEMENT OF THE

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAM AT UCB

. O

In the spring of 197?.,--after prolonged negotiations
over procedural and jurisdictional issues, OCR conducted a
compliance review of UCB. On November 27, 1972, OCR sent
UCB a detailed 120-page letter of findings describing-the
deficiencies in UCB "s equal employment opportunity posture,
particularly in the utilization of women in academic posi-
tions. Specifically, OCR found, among other thin9s, that
UCB (1) failed to affirmatively recruit qualified wOmen,
(2) underutilized women in many departments, (3) used dif-
ferent or more stripgent standards for women than for.4nen,
and (4) maintained policies discriminatory .to women. The
letter requested that UCB develop a program within 30 days
to overcome these deficiencies.

Before May 19, 1973, public colle4es and univer4ties
such as UCB were not required to prepare, written AAPs meet-
ing all Labor requirements. Rather, such institutions were
required to prepare written "programs" setting orth plans
to remedy specific equal employment deficiencies disclosed
by a compliance review.

On Ja ary 15, 1973, UCB submitted a partial program to
overcome i`ki deficiencies'. OCR did not analyze the submis,-
sion in writing because it was evident that the program did
not resolve several major deficiencies. Officials of OCR's
San Francisco regional office met with UCB officials on
January 29 and February 14, 1973, to discuss proposed
revisions and additions to the program. On March 1, 1973,
OCR received the draft revisions agreed to in the February
14 meeting. It analyzed the data and on March 30 notified
UCB that the revisions were inadequate.

On April 30, 1973, UCB submitted further additions and
revisions in response to OCR's March 30 findings. OCR
analyzed this program and concluded that it _still did not
resolve the noted deficiencies.

Labor guidelines were revised effectitre May 19, 1973,
to require publicly owned institutions performing as
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Government contractors to.prepareAAPs if they-employed 50

or more employees andhad a'GoVernment contract of $50,000

or Mble.. OCR'headquarters officials said that, because of

this change in the guidelines, their emphasis shifted from

persuading 'UCH to resolve defi,ciencies noted in OCR's

November 1972 letter to requiring UCB to prepare an AAP

meeting the guidelines, and providing a plan to resolve

defidiencies disclosedby the earlier compliance review.
0

On July 26, 1973, OCR hand-delivered a letter to UCB

expr, ss g dissatisfaction at its lack of progress in devel=

oping an AAP and insisting that it submit within 30 days,

"an AAP meeting the requirements of Labor and OCR guidelines

and OCR's November 27, 1972, letter. OCR also advised UCB

that failufe to comply woul result in the issuance of a

show-cause letter and co d result in a determinatiOn of

nonresponsibility. At shed to this letter was a Spy of

an OCR outline for drifting a wri en AAP and an analysis

of the defects in U B's previou program. At a/July 30

meeting with officials of OCR' San Francisco and head,/

quarters offices, UCB offici s gave assurances that the

university would meet the gust 25, 1973, deadline4

.Hot;;ev,r, UCB's 4AP,.submitted on August 27, 19/3, and

,,,s6ppleisented by additional corrective data in a September

17.,1973, letter, again failed to meet the requirements of

'the,regulations. OCR's San Francisco office noted that some

of the criticisms of the current AAP had also been directed

at earlier UCB programs.

because the program was found deficient,'OCR began to

consider imposing sanctions against UCB as prescribed by

Labor guidelines. In an October 15, 1973. letter to the

Director of OFCC, OCR stated that UCB was not in compliance

with Executive Order 11246 because it failed to correct

noted deficiencies and that OCR intended to send UCB a 30-

day show -cause notice by October 24, 1973.

OCR did not issue such a notice to UCB. Instead on

November 16, 1973, it, sent a letter to UCB stating that

(1) UCB's AAP still did not comply_wAh the regulations and

failed to address jhe findings afthe November 27, 1972,

compliance review (report and (2) unless UCB submitted an

acceptable,AAP within 30 ,days, OCR would have "no alternative
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'abut to conclude that UCB is unable to comply with its
obligations as a Federal contractor." The letter added
'that OCR would ask that all pending Federal contract
awards,be delayed until OCR could review the revised AAP;

On December 17, 1973, UCB submitted revisions to its
AAP and noted that it would take from 2.to 9 months to
prepare a complete AAP and develop ,additional data for
individual departments. OCR reviewed UCB's December 17
submission and concluded that it neither met the require-
ments.of Labor's guidelines nor adequately addressed the
findings of discrimination noted in prior letters to UCB.

According to OCR headquarters officials, however, the
additional data referred to by UCB included information on
race and sex of job applicants. UCB was unable to recon-
struct this data for prior periods and, according to OCR
officials, UCB had to be given additional time to'compil4
it.

,//
OCR representatives met with UCB representatives on

January 18, 1974, to again discuss the AAP's deficiencies.
A January 28, 1974, letter from UCB to OCR stated;that UCB
understood that a detailed document would be developed
within the'following 2 weeks setting forth all the steps
necessary to arrive at a completed AAP. Bated on this
meeting, UCB submitted additional data to OCR on February 14,
1974. According to OCR headquarters officials, the material
submitted was a draft work plan outlining the steps neces-
sary to complete UCB's AAP.

OCR apparently accepted UCB's material as satisfadtory
because, in response to a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) contracting official's request for
preaward approval for a contract award to UCB, OCR informed
NASA on February 19, 1974, that:

"On the basis of extensive discussions with
officials of the university and a careful
review of material submitted by the university
on December 17, 1973, and February 14, 1974,,
which indicates that'the university is
establishing procedure's that will enable it
to carry out an effectivp program of identifying
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any complian roblems which Tay exist,at the
Berkeley ca this office has determined that
the univers ty s able to comply with the
provisions we equal opportunity clausie. -,

"Thislciffice hes therefore, no Obledtion at
this time to the execution of contracts
byetween the University. of California, Berkeley
and Federal agencies."

On February 20, 1974, OFCC requested and TeceiVed from
OCR the AAP and all, documentation 'relating to UCW.s coin-
pliance status. On February 21, 1974, NASA contacted OFCC
to determine whether it it believed that UCB web in
compliance with the Executive order and (2).the contract
could be awarded. On February 21, 1974, OFCC notified NASA'
that the materials submitted by UCB.did not constitute an
acceptable AAP. OFCC also advised NASA that.compliance
program guidelines stated that, until the AAP was found
acceptable, the contractor was unable to comply with the
equal opportunity clause.

:

In a.February 25, 1974, briefing paper prepared, for the
Secretary of Labor, OFCC recommended that m11007111(
directed to issue a show -cause notice to UCB, (2) NASA
should declare UCB nonresponsible unless it could otherwise
affirmatively determillIthat UCB,could comply with its
equal emplRyment obli tions, and (3) the Sep.rety of Labor
should notify, the Secretary of HEW that,agb-ncy pliance
officials were not carrying out their/gesponsipilities under
Executive Order 11246 and implementillig guidellnes.

/

As an Alternative, the briefing paper stated that Labor
could assume jurisdiction over Ole matter from OCR. Labor
guidelines Provide that, when necessary, Labor can assume
jurisdiction and conduct 'such investigations, make such
findings and recommendations,opder such sanctions, and
take such other action as may"be np9esaary or appropriate
to achieve the order's purposes.

. Labor did not implement OFCC's recommendations, however,
and in a March 1, 1974,efele4am to the Administrator of NASA,
the Dired'tor of OFCC, pursuant to his authority under the
guidelines, exe d,in the national interest two NASA



contracts frot the equal'opportunity clause and stated
that the contracts could'be awarded to UCB.

On March 7, 1974, UCB and HEW signed a conciliation
agreement detailing the steps to be taken by UCB to develop
an AAP by- September 30, 1974. In .a March 1, 1974, press
release, the Secretary of HEW stated that "As a result of
this agreement Berkeley's eligibility for all Federal
contracts that have been temporarily delayed since last
November 16th will be reestablished."- The' Secretary, added
that he had received Labor's full support and cooperation,

__which was: instrumental in achieving this fine result. '

In a March 19, 1974, letter to NASA, OFCC indicated that
HEW conciliation activities after OFCC's February 21, 1974,
letter to NASA had caused ORCC to supersede its earlier
letter. The March 19 letter,, offered no OFCC determination,
of UCB's*compliance with the equal opportunitir clause but
advised NASA that it "may wish to consult with HEW officials -

concerning the university's compliance status, ", NASA,: under
the national interest exemption provided by OFCC, subsequently
awarded gt least two contracts to UCB. OCR also informed
Agency for International Development and Department of
Transportation officials that contracts delayed pending a
determination of UCB's compliance status could now be awarded.

In accordance with-the conciliation agreement, UCB
submitted the materials for its AAP by September 30, 1974.
OCR submitted copies of'the AAP to OFCC for its review and
comments. Based on OCK's analysis and OFCC's comments,
additional deficiencies were identified in the AAP.

On February 18, 1975, 'OCR officials delivered a show-
cause letter to UCB, because of its 'failure to develop and
Submit an acceptable program in accordance with Labor
guidelines. On the same day, UCB submitted revisions to
its AAP which, accdrding to OCR, responded to deficiencies
noted by OCR and OFCC. According to OCR officials, UCB
was able to prepare these revisions in advance because OCR
had previously, orally discussed with UCB the deficiencies
and the steps necessary to correct them.

On February 18, 1975, OCR officials reviewed the
revisions and concluded that the remaining deficiencies in
UCB's AAP had been resolved. As a result, on that same
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day OCR accepted UCB's program as meeting Labor guidelines.
Subsequently,.OFCC also reviewed the AAP and concluded that
it met the guidelines.

Our evaluation

Labor guidelines contained in 41 C.F.R. 60-2.2(c) provide:

e

"(c) Immediately uponifinding that a contractor has
no affirmative action program or has deviated sub-

stantially from, an approved4affirmatiVe action program
or that his program is not acceptable, the contracting,
officer, the compliance agency representative or the
representative of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance, wt1cheVer hai made such a finding,
shall notify officials of the appropriate compliance:
agency and the Off14 of Federal Contract Compliance
of such fact. The compliance agency-shall issue,
a notice to the con ractor giving him 30 days to ,

.show cause why,enforcement proceedings under'
section 209(b) of Executive Order 11246, as amended,
should not be instituted.

"(1) If the contractor fails to show good
cause for his failure or fails to remedy

. that failure by developing and implemedting
an acceptable affirmati4.7.eaction program
within_ 30 days, the compliance agency, upon
the aprirovaj of the Director, shall imMedi-

, ately issue a notice of proposed.cancellation
or,tetmination of existing contracts or
subcontracts and debarment ftom future
contracts and subcontracts pursuant to'

60-1.926(b) of tlis chapter, giving the
contractor 14 days to request a hearing. If

a request for hearing has not been'receivedi
within 14 days,from such notice, such cbn-

. tractor will be declared ineligAle for
future contracts. and current ,contracts will
be ,terminated for difault.

"(2) During the 'show cause' period of 30
days every effort shall be made by the
coMpliance agency through conciliation,

P re

.
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mediation, an& persuasion to resolve the
c:leficencies which led to the determination
of nonresponsibility. If satisfactory,
adjustments designed to bring the contractor
into Compliance are not concluded, the
compliance agency, with the prior approval
of the Director, shall promptly commence
formal proceedings leading to the cancel--
lation or termination of existing contracts
or subcontracts 'and debarment from future
contracts and subdontracts under §60-1.26(b)
of this chapter-."

Also, Labor guidelines contained in 41 C.F.R. 60-1.20(b)
proxide:

°"(b) Where deficiencies are found to exist, rea-
sonable efforts shall be made to secure compliance
through conciliation and persuasion. ,'Before the
contractor can be found to be in compliance with
the order, it must make a,specific commitment,
in writing, to°,correct any such deficiencies. The
commitment mpst include the precise action to be
taken and dates for-completion. The time, period,
allotted shalLbe no longer than the minimum
period necessary to effect such changes. Upon
approval of the Contract. Compliance Officer,
appropriate Deputy or the agency head of.such
commitment, the .contractor may be considered in
compliance, on condition that the commitments are
faithfully kept.* * *"

These Labor guidelines require,a. compliance agency to
immediately issue a show -cause notice to a contractor whose
AAP is determined to be not acceptable. In July 1973, OCR
determined that UCB's AAP was not acceptable, yet it did
not issue the required show-cause notice. Instead, it
continued to negotiate and conciliate with UCB untila
conciliation agreement was reached in March 1974. In our
opinion, during this interval (July 1973 through March 1974)
OCR did not enforce the program in accordance with Labor
guidelines.



hEW and OCR-officials acknowledged that O had not
issued a show-cause notice as required by Labor regulations
but felt they had nevertheless achieved the end result out-
lined in subparagraphs (c)(2) and (b) quoted .above; i.e.,
they had -

reached a conciliation agreement with UCB repre-
senting a written commitment to correct UCB' deficiencies
and could find"UCB in compliance.- Accordingly, they believed
that they had complied with the badic thrust and intent Of
Labor regulations.

Spbparagraph (b) is unclear about what form the written
commitment should take and whether the conciliation agree -.
ment is within the intent of the regulations. We note, how-
ever, that the Secretary of Labor approved the conciliation
agreement with UCB.

The provisions of subparagraph (b) Voted above,appear
to permit a determination that a contractor is in compliance
before the contractor has.completed.developing an acceptable
AAP, if the compliance, agency abtains a specific written
commitment to correct any deficiencies. Thus, OCR.01:-accept-
ance of- the conciliation agreement as the basis for deter-
mining UCB's compliance with the program's' guidelines was
apparently not inconsistent with LabOr gtiddlines as pre-
scribed in subparagraph (b).

-7

However, Labor guidelines e ere appear to be in-
consistent and contradictory cerning this matter, and
we believe Labor should revise them to. clarify whether it
is intended'for compliance agencies to determine contractors
in compliance with the program's requirements even though
the contractors may not' have prepared acceptable AAPs.

Labor guidelines require that, before compliance agen-
cies may determine contractors to be in compliance with the
program, the agencies must first affirmatively determine
that contractors 'required to develop acceptable AAPs have
done so.

Specificlly the guidelines require that:

Any contractor required * * * to develop an
affirmative action program at each of his es-
tablishments who has not complied fully with

44
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that section is not in compliance with
Executive Order 11246, as amended * * *.

Until such programs are developed and found
to be acceptable * * *, the contractor is

unable- to comply with the equal opportunity
clause." (41 c.r.R. 60-2.2(a)(1))

However, as previously discussed, other,proyisions of sl

'the guideliAts allow compliance agencies to determine that
contractors are in compliance with the program despite the

fact that the contractors required to develop acceptable
AAPs may have failed to do so: Specifically, guidelines

in 41 C.F.R. 60-1.20(b) previoUsly quoted, provide that.
contractors may be founCT-An compliance with the program
if they "make a specific commitment, in writing, to cor-
rect any such deficiencies" and faithfully keep those

commitments. a

a

UCB comments and our' evoluatipn

A university official stated that the report accurately
reflects dates, events, and regulatory requirements but
fails to evaluate affirmative action problems unique to
colleges and universities. According to him, the report
lacks objectivity in scope and should discuss affirmative
action programs at some universities in the eastern United
States. He felt that UCH's prograin was far more compre-
hensive and effective than other universities' programs.
He also stated that our review and the resultant publicity
have caused UCB to emphasize implementing its AAP.

We,made our review pursuant to a congressional request;
in accordance with the request, we limited our work to (1)

°determining HEW!s overall progress in enforcing the contract
compliance program and (2) reviewing HEW's enforcement of
the contract compliance program at UCB. This report does
discuss the development of AAPs at other colleges and
universities in the regions of the two OCR regional offices
included in our review--Dallas and San Francisco. However,

in accordance, with the request (see app. I), UCH's develop-
ment of its AAP is discussed in greater detail.



HEW commen s a d o r oval t on

Comments of OCR offici- s have been considered in

preparing this chapter. Th y stated that this chapter

deals with the procedural spects of UCH's development of

its AAP but fails to discuss the substantive merits of

whether that AAP meets the requirements of Labor guideliny.

For a discussion of this issue, see page ,L5.

ti

RECOMMENDATION TO THE SECRETARYOF LA$ORJ

We recommend that the Secretary require OFCC to

evaluate Labor's Executive order prograin guidelines and

-Clarify those sections fOlind to be contradictory or

inconsistent. a
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APPENDIX I

WASHINGTON OFFICE:

1417 LONOWoRTH BUILDING
WA7H04011214. b.C44 20311
(202) 220-2641

DISTRICT OFFICES:
2490 CLIANNING WAY, ROOM
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704
(411) 549-7767

201 13m Smarr. ROOM 105
OAKLAND. CAUFORNIA 94604
(415) 763-0370

DONALD R. Hama* -
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR

I have reason to believe that the Office ofCiviloPights, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare is not meetino the intent of Conoress or
the letter and spirit'of the aoolicahle laws cr pertinent reoulations
renulatino its proorams, policies and practices enforcing the eoual
oroortunity responsibilities assigned to 1.;EI!.

Srecifically, I am concerned that mry office of Civil Pinhts is acting
contrary to established Department of,Lpt,or ',one,/ regarding com'rlience
with eoual wrlovrent orrortunity standards by noverne2ent crn.tractcrs,
Particularly universities and colleges.

Therefore, I request thit the reneral Pccountino Office inv6stigates
the Office of Ci vi 1 Rights to detellrine its conformance .with ar:nrorriate
lm.s and renulatigns rnnardino pnual om-lovrent orrortunitv. I an

intereste6 in detcrminino the number and backnreund of officials .and

tree GAO staff Includinn their Civil Pirhts' exherience. Ylso, I wish to know the

note, fronucncv of comrliance reviews, tjto number, nave, and location of
39.] institutions reviewed during' ry 711, 71, 72, 73, 74: the names of,

institutions revietled duriro this rdriod, where the affirmative action
°Ian or actions 1:ere not accentahle: the actions taken when HEW
detercined an unacceptable rlan or action; the conformance of HEW tb
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APPENDIX I
APPENDIX I

Federal 1 av and reculations and a eienera 1 d nati on of the efficiency

and effective ss of t;ii s office.

Si ncerel y,

/1.
4A-A---(-4-=01.

ROCIa 1 1.1 . DC11111115

ember of Congress

rltD/b:bc

GA0 note: As agreed with Congressman Dellums' office,
this report does not contain some of the

specific inforMation requested concerning
the, identity and location of. institutions.

Also, as requested, this report discusses
the sequence of events leading to the de-
velopment of an AAP by UCS.
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